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the attached image ignore the Metra number, it's the same wiring. Then repeat on the other side.
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hard to unplug, so once you get it started, use a flat blade screw driver inserted into the gap and
pry it out. Holsinger on August 28, Images in this review. I'm not so sure about how this thing is

wired up. I have a Impala and when I installed this it reversed the fader on my stereo. I have
searched a lot online for the suggested way to jump the wires on my factory amp. What I came
up with is the same wiring everyone seems to be using for their older Tahoes; the wiring in the
photo someone attached to a review. So I rewired this thing and lo and behold the fader is now
correct. I was also concerned that using this thing the way it was wired originally that the
polarity of the speakers was reversed. It sounded bad. With all that being said, having this
installed makes my aftermarket radio sound worse not better. I don't plan on using it unless I
come up with a definitive reason why I should use it. However, if your factory amp is blown and
by using this you get sound again then that's great. I ordered this Metra amp integration
harness after reading one of the reviews for this product from another Chevy Suburban owner. I
wanted to bypass the factory amplifier after installing an aftermarket radio and replacing all
speakers. The product reviews included instructions to change pin locations to work with my
application. Thank you for posting! The harness did exactly what I wanted it to do and my
speakers sound so much better running off my aftermarket radio amp. NOTE: Doing this
method does eliminate sound from your cargo area rear pillar speakers and the factory
subwoofer. I didn't mind this because I am replacing the factory subwoofer and running the new
one off another amplifier I have. One person found this helpful. Had to rewire for speaker
compatibility. The speaker amplifier on my Chevy Suburban non-Bose radio system failed. I
found that the factory amplifier is no longer available but discovered online that the amplifier
can be bypassed allowing the radio to communicate directly with the speakers. The online
instructions noted to use a Metra but not finding one online I ordered the It is a perfect fit but
the jumpers need to be changed, a simply process. The pins on the connector are easily
removed using a small screw drive or a paper clip. Correct wiring is found online pin 1 to 9, 2 to
10, 3 to 11, 4 to 12 for both the "A" and "B" rows. Plug it into the radio harness and the front and
rear speakers work fine. This does not power the sub-woofer speaker in the rear of the vehicle
but does what I wanted - lets me listen to the radio. Disappointed in this product. Something so
simple yet so difficult. The wiring for the speakers are reversed. The fronts are the rears and
vice versa. I know I can repin the connectors but that defeats the purpose of buying this item. It
will work for now until my amplifier get here. For such a big company with so many product he
really dropped the ball on this one. I had bought a new head unit and boston acoustics speakers
for my impala, and I was very disappointed, the speakers sounded like they were not up to the
task very little bass, and kick of a drum sounded like it was bottoming out the speaker , so I
found this and figured, my deck is pretty high end, why not let it do the work The difference
between running the sound off your deck and through that cheezy amp is night and day. I was
not expecting this much of a difference, all my speakers sound great, put out the bass and
clarity I expected from Boston, and I really cant say enough to how worth it this is. Only thing is
on a impala, the front and rear are reversed, but the left and right are correct, this was fine with
me, and I didnt switch wires because I can remember that if I want to adjust. Fit right in
bypassed the amp that was draining the battery and didnt have to splice a wire. Unplug 2 plugs ,
plug them into this and boom you are done. Wish you made this for sebring convertibles too.
Perfect part. Had to repin it as I used for my 03 Tahoe but went together fine. See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. Worked well to bypass the failed GM factory amplifier. Report
abuse. Great product work amazing for the price! This item was as described by seller and
delivered on time. This item was used to by-pass the power amp in my car and it works p
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